Rules For Pheasant Hunt Get-Away
Fire Escape Routes
The front and back doors on the main level serve as fire escape routes. The main stairway to the second floor serves as the
primary emergency exit from the second floor.
Further, the northwest and northeast bedrooms have windows leading to the north porch roof where a ladder is provided for
emergency exit. The window at the top of the stairway to the second floor and the window in the southwest bedroom lead to
the south porch roof where a ladder is provided for emergency exit.
Finally, escape ladders that attach to the windows are in all bedrooms on the second floor.

Smoke Detectors

Smoke detectors are on main floor, south porch, the hallway on second floor, in each bedroom and in the basement.

Fire Extinguisher
A fire extinguisher is mounted on the wall in the kitchen. A second fire extinguisher is mounted on the wall at the bottom of
the basement steps. A third fire extinguisher is mounted at the west end of the hallway on the second floor.

Target Thrower
You are welcome to use target thrower located in the south portion of the barn. Take target thrower to field away from
lodge and prime hunting areas. When done, please return to the south portion of barn. We supply 25 targets and a box of
shells to each hunter. They are located in utility room by the cleaning station.

Cleaning Of Birds

Bauer Super Valu in Faulkton will clean, bag and freeze your birds for a reasonable price.
You are welcome to clean your birds in our fully equipped and heated cleaning station. Please dispose of pheasant
cleanings and feathers in the garbage bags. Sweep up feathers from the garage and place them in garbage bags. Remove
garbage sacks and dispose of them in the dumpster. Do not clean pheasants in the lodge as the drain system will not handle
pheasant cleanings.

Check-Out

We operate our pheasant lodge similar to a time-share. Before checking out we ask that you:
• Remove the sheets from beds you have slept in and put the sheets by the washer in the front porch.
• Put dirty towels and wash clothes in hamper. Please put the hamper by washer in the front porch.
• Dispose of any garbage in the garbage can. Carry bagged garbage to the garage.
• Wash all dishes in the dishwasher and return them to the cupboards and drawers.
• Remove all food and beverage from the refrigerator and the freezer.
• Turn down thermostats in lodge to low before departing.

Dog Kennels

Before leaving, we ask that you clean up after your dog and dispose of waste in the burning barrels.

Field Transportation

A Ford F 250 four door Lariat pick-up and four seat Kawasaki mule are provided for field transportation. Keep gun actions
open and guns unloaded when in field transportation vehicles. State law requires that you keep your shotgun in the gun rack
while riding in the mule. When you arrive, the field transportation vehicles will be filled with fuel. Please refill the pick-up
with gasoline and the mule with # 1 diesel before leaving. Failure to do so will result in a fuel charge and a $50 service charge.

Grill

Turn off propane when you are done using the grill. If you run out of propane, an extra tank is in the garage.

Hunting

Before hunting, you must have a South Dakota hunting license and follow South Dakota law. A South Dakota Hunting Guide
is provided for your review.
• No shooting at pheasants (or anything else) on the ground. Low shooting is strictly prohibited.
• Safe shooting is the rule. If you have any doubt, don’t shoot.
• No alcohol prior to or during the hunt.
• Each hunter is required to wear hunter’s blaze orange. A blaze orange hat, shirt, vest or coat is required.
• Each hunter is required to wear safety glasses or some other adequate type of eye protection.
• Empty your gun at the end of each field and do not reload until in position to start the next walk.
Keep gun actions open and guns unloaded when not hunting or when being transported between fields.
• Always be aware of other hunters and blockers.
• When you shoot a bird, mark the location and retrieve the bird right away. This reduces wasted and wounded birds.

No Smoking

South Dakota law does not allow smoking in public places. Please do not smoke in the lodge. If you want to smoke you can
smoke on the deck. Be careful of fire as the pheasant habitat is dry and will easily start on fire.
We ask that you limit smoking in the field to inside your vehicle. Make sure you dispose of cigarette and cigar butts in your
vehicle’s ash tray. The pheasant habitat is dry and will easily start on fire.

Radios

Radios are provided so your hunting group can talk with each other while hunting. You agree to pay Jerry Vogeler thirty
dollars ($30) for each lost radio.

Liability Waiver

You agree to hold Jerry and Susan Vogeler harmless from any and all liability associated with your use of the land, hunting
lodge and other improvements thereon.

Camp Fire

You are welcome to enjoy the camp fire pit and furniture. A starter log is in the garage along with fire wood. Before going to
bed, make sure you use the garden hose and put out the fire. If the wind is blowing, DO NOT USE the camp fire. We do not
want to risk hot embers blowing and starting a fire.

